“Shimokura Tree Run Area Local Rule”
About tree run area entry system.
When using the tree ran area, Please apply at tree run reception in Shimokura lodge
and put on a designated armband. You cannot run the area without submit application
form. After the run, please return the armband to the reception. If there is no return of
the armband, we contact you to confirm safety.
About available time of the tree run area.
From 9:00 a.m. to 15:00 p.m. However, if a ski patrol determines that snow condition is
danger, it is will be change that available time or close the area.
Duty of user
・Be sure to wear a helmet.
・This area has more danger than ski slopes, such as “Risk of colliding with the
obstacles tree.” “Risk of injury due to uneven terrain.” “Risk of avalanche due to snow
conditions.” “ Risk of losing control by obstacles hidden in the snow.” Please run all
under your own responsibility.
・ The range of the area is indicated by “black and yellow tape” and “caution
signboard.” Tree running is banned other area.
・ Use the exclusive gates at the area. Please pay attention to other people, and
security verification yourself when you enter the area. In addition, please register
your emergency contact on your mobile phone.
・ When you merge the ski slope from the area, check surroundings and avoid
dangerous situation.
・ If the ski patrol determines that the area has dangerous situation such as changes
in weather conditions or has obstacles in the area, we will ban running in the area.
In that case, it is determinations will displays on the gates of the area and a slope
guide board.
・ Any violators of the Shimokura Rules will has their lift pass confiscated.
・ We will do rescue in the area. But we cannot take any responsibility for accident by
disregard, contempt of this notice and action rule of tree run area.
When you cannot follow these terms, we reject the use the area.

